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Abstract 
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I have produced two distinct bodies of work, landscapes and portraits. In both, I 

investigate my relationship to the subject. My role as the photographer fluctuates between 

the time I spend by myself and the time I spend with others. The landscape series 

promotes the act of looking and obscures my presence as photographer. Responding to 

the saturation of images in the media today, I hope to recalibrate viewers to a slower 

pace. I look for spaces at the edge of a controlled wilderness that are still accessible to the 

general public and mimic the identity of my childhood home in Northern California. Both 

color and black and white photographs sentimentalize manicured nature in ordinary 

locations. These landscapes facilitate reflection through consideration of similarities and 

differences. In doing so, these locations lose their specificity and approach a generalized 

sense of the sacred.  

The second body of work is a series of photographic collaborations I make with 

my autistic friend, Will Johns. He selects the subject matter and operates the light meter. 

His autism informs his methods, which then affects my methods. His idiosyncratic 

choices force me to photograph subject matter I wouldn’t be drawn to and compose in a 
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new way where I must consider Will as author, subject and subject matter. In these 

images Will stands with the light meter, his posture gaze and facial expressions explicitly 

make reference to our relationship and reveal the complexity in separating subject matter 

from subject and the difficulties artists face with issues of exploitation and authorship.   
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Preface 

In the time I have spent at the University of Texas at Austin, I have produced two 

distinct bodies of work, a long-term, ongoing series of landscapes and a finite series of 

collaborative portraits. The landscape photographs represent a desire to merge a 

remembered relationship to the landscape from my childhood with a new, unfamiliar 

place and my present. The collaborative portraits have forced me to internalize my 

collaborators ideas about photographs while also managing the politics of representation 

and exploitation.  
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Will Johns 

My current body of work features photographs made collaboratively with my 

autistic friend, Will Johns. I met Will in Italy during a summer abroad program led by his 

mother (Figure 1). For six weeks, I went on fieldtrips and ate lunch and dinner with him. 

By the end of the program he asked me questions and we discussed topics of interest – 

namely bees and which flavors of gelato I had tried. Never having spent any time around 

an autistic person, I was fascinated by Will’s means of understanding through his system 

of questioning. He seemed to ask the same question with slight variations so that the 

answer was precise. I think my fondness for him developed because he reminded me of 

my Japanese grandmother; she too, asks repeated questions, but I attributed it to English 

being her second language. By the end of the program, I knew Will was intelligent and 

like any person, had a specific set of interests. Albeit, he was developmentally disabled, 

and his interests tended to coincide with that of a child instead of a twenty-one year old 

man.  

In January 2011, I was able to start spending time with Will, five hours every 

Saturday. This is a large amount of time to fill so that both of us were engaged. On our 

first Saturday, I brought two 35mm disposable film cameras and explained that we each 

had our own camera so that we could photograph anything we wanted during our time 

together. After completing our first rolls, the film was developed and we scanned in the 

negatives and began creating a book. Using Blurb.com, a self-publishing website, we 

placed the images so that our individual images were grouped together, not mixed 

amongst each other, and provided captions that explained why the photographs were 
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taken. The timeline of this book chronicles the length of the spring semester and we 

submitted it for publication in May.  

To a certain degree, this book reads like a children’s book. The captions are 

simple and give narration to the contents of the photographs. Creating this book is where 

my collaboration with Will began. Walking alongside one another, exploring and 

photographing, to use Will’s words, became “our process”. After completing the book, 

Will was not interested in continuing this process or creating another book. He had been 

given a digital camera, which changed the way we interacted with each other on a 

photographic basis. I felt that because there was no end product for the new digital 

images, we began to photograph in an individual manner. Nearing the end of the summer 

break, I thought Will might enjoy expanding his photographic knowledge and introduced 

him to my large format camera. He was immediately engaged with this camera and all of 

its necessary gear. The large format camera allowed us to return to a more collaborative 

process and we began by photographing the things he loved. 

To understand the nature of our current artistic relationship mediated through 

photography, I use three components established by Roland Barthes. There is the 

Operator (photographer), Spectator (viewer) and Spectrum (the spectacle and subject of 

the photograph)1. Will is the subject, the assistant and my collaborator. These 

photographs identify these components and bring attention to the artifice. Will’s ubiquity 

in the photographs is a feature of his condition. He is autistic and governs himself with a 

strict set of rules, creating systems for everything he does. The need for consistency and a 

                                                
1 Barthes, Roland. Camera Lucida. New York City: Hill and Wang, 1980. Print, 32. 
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clear set of rules mirror the conditions of the tradition of portraiture in which I am 

working. His participation with the light meter reveals our relationship. As an assistant, 

he acknowledges someone outside the frame, but the light meter explicitly makes 

reference to me as photographer and collaborator. Will makes most of the decisions about 

the spaces and objects in these photographs. His idiosyncratic choices force me to 

photograph subject matter I would not normally be drawn to and compose it in a new way 

for me. Through conversation and negotiation I consider his often obvious and literal 

interest, but also have to interpret opaque and seemingly arbitrary decisions.  

Our collaboration allows me to investigate the difficulty in separating subject 

from subject matter, while experimenting with portraiture and my role as his collaborator. 

The three photographers that have helped me contextualize this work are Mary Ellen 

Mark, Doug DuBois and Shelby Lee Adams, Mark for her series Ward 81, with 

institutionalized women; DuBois for his family portraits in, All the Days and Nights; and 

Adams for his portraits in the series, Appalachia Lives. I identify most strongly with 

Adams, in part because the people in his photographs are his friends, not poverty stricken 

families that he was exploiting. Though he was not born into the lower class, he 

developed a long-standing relationship with these people, and his photographs provide 

insight into their lives. 

Taking a closer look at my photograph, Patrick’s Point Meadow (Plate 1), Will is 

featured in the middle of the frame. He stands in a large field of grass that is contained by 

a line of trees. Perhaps most striking about this image is the way Will holds the light 

meter. Through his poise, it seems as though he is aiming a gun. However, when 
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examining his face, it becomes clear that he is not looking down a gun barrel with one 

eye closed, but instead, appears to be lost in thought while squinting from the morning 

light. Though he is facing the wrong direction, Will appears as a Moses figure as the trees 

part for him in the background. This photograph is about trying to discern the 

significance of a site. The only indication of importance is Will’s insistent presence. 

When examining Law Library Arrows (Plate 2), aside from Will, it is still difficult to 

establish an identifiable subject. This space is shallow and though the reflection in the 

glass doors adds depth, there are not many possibilities for subject matter. Compared to 

the previous image, Will’s posture looks more relaxed, emphasizing his intent gaze, 

which is echoed by the white dome of the light meter. As the number of these 

photographs grows (Plates 3-10), the subtle change in posture and gaze gives voice to a 

relationship existing outside of the frame.  

In this body of work, Will is a friend turned into a subject and collaborator, not a 

subject turned friend. Part of my process in making these photographs comes from my 

concern in the way I portray Will. Differing from Mark, I do not wish to treat him as the 

Other, highlighting his challenges as the photographable subject. However, I still feel the 

need to address his autism on account of its importance in our collaborative process. I try 

to maintain a balance, which I find extremely difficult: a person making photographs, and 

a protective friend learning and benefiting from the outcome.  

When photographing Will, I risk depicting him as an opaque caricature. His 

posture, gaze and facial expressions are often awkward and his challenges complicate 

these photographs as portraits. Portraits rely on our ability to read facial expressions and 
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Will, as subject, upends this through his inability to fully implement these societal codes 

in his own face. His expressions are unreliable as a text or barometer because he must 

learn to smile to convey happiness. Trying to decipher his expressions is as difficult as 

understanding his choice in where to stand. What does our collaboration mean to him? I 

am endlessly fascinated by our process and how it references the fundamental act of 

photography.  I also respect and love my subject and collaborator.  
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Reconciling the Past and Present 

My landscape photographs challenge the image saturation of today. At first 

glance, these photographs depict undefined spaces, or lack a clear, obvious and iconic 

center. They are photographs that are deliberately laconic and are intended to unfold in 

that way. I hope to recalibrate my viewer to a slower pace of looking and use picture 

making as a way to create a sentimental connection with the landscape.  

When I began this body of work, I did not realize or even intend for the 

photographs to be sentimental. I spent many hours walking around and photographing my 

new environment of Austin – the different neighborhoods, public parks and nearby small 

towns. Three years later, I now realize that I began in this manner because making 

photographs allowed me to familiarize myself with Austin. What I had failed to 

understand in my prior visits to Austin was that I had an intimate relationship with the 

landscape I was surrounded by during my childhood and young adult years. I had over 

twenty years to develop this intimacy. Knowing a place does not develop in a matter of 

months; it takes the better part of a decade, if not an entire lifetime. 

I was born and raised in a place that is geographically isolated by the Coastal 

Range Mountains and sits alongside the Pacific Ocean, on the northern end of California. 

A narrow job market and the ever-eroding terrain prevent significant urban development. 

These two characteristics preserve the area’s pristine natural beauty. It is a place where 

opposing views of environmental conservationists and loggers exist together. One group 

aims to preserve old growth forests like the Redwood National Park, while the other 

utilizes its commercial resources for sustaining their own lives. I spent many hours 
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exploring and memorizing the physical terrain of the mountains, rivers, forests, fields and 

coastline.  

Though the isolated and rural nature of my childhood landscape fostered my 

relationship to it, I attribute the development of my personal connection to the land to my 

grandparents. While growing up, I spent a lot of time with my grandparents, who had 

close-working relationships to the natural environment. One of my grandmothers, Fusae 

Waters (née Yoshimura), grew up in rural Japan and was a teenager during World War 

Two. This was a time when her working-class family benefited from wartime conditions 

because they could produce their own food. She instilled in me the importance of self-

sustaining and the pride of producing beautiful food and flowers. Complementary to 

Fusae are my other grandparents, Glenn and Dori Botkin. They too were teenagers during 

World War Two, but were raised on large sheep and cattle ranches. I listened to many 

stories about life on the farm from each of them. The language they used to describe their 

experiences in a vast space of land has inspired a curiosity within me to look for 

glimpses, in a romantic sense, that match their stories. The specialized knowledge from 

each of my grandparents, coupled with the opposing views in land management that 

existed in my childhood has influenced the way I view and relate to my natural 

surroundings. I take a stance of observation and appreciation and do not wish to intervene 

in the landscape. Instead, I want to present a “best view”, whether in an expansive natural 

space or a limited recreational space. 

When I photograph, I seek spaces at the edges of a controlled wilderness that are 

accessible to the general public and iconic of Northern California. This search occurs in 
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geographically diverse locations and is both an act of remembering and of exploration. 

Reflecting of the evocative powers of landscape, Roland Barthes writes, “[the] longing to 

inhabit… is fantasmatic, deriving from a kind of second sight which seems to bear me 

forward to a utopian time, or to carry me back somewhere in myself.”2 Barthes suggests 

that landscape photographs may be accessed through an internal vision based on both 

reflection and projection of one’s self in the pictured space. The openness my 

photographs employ facilitates this process on an individual basis. My landscapes are 

framed to highlight formal aspects of color, texture and depth, and preclude man-made 

structures as the prominent feature of the image. These images are of ordinary moments 

in various sites. As the number of photographs grows, individual pictures begin to lose 

specificity and a generalized sense of location and beauty emerges.  

Consider the color image of the Frankfurt Zoo (Plate 19). Reading from left to 

right, the photograph begins with a partial glimpse of a sign and ends at a sliver of a 

concrete pathway. Snow-covered vegetation dominates the frame and creates a receding 

barrier, rendering the image unidentifiable as a zoo. My intent in these photographs is to 

reject conventional means of recognition. The dense foliage is controlled by its location 

in the recreational space of the zoo and offers a view that neither invites nor repels, only 

existing for visual contemplation. Examining a second photograph in this series, the black 

and white photograph of Headwaters Forest (Plate 15), no man-made structures are 

present. This land is preserved old growth forest. My photograph approaches conventions 

of depicting the sublime through the use of light and shadow. However, the photograph’s 

                                                
2 Barthes, ibid, 40. 
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small scale and contained scene prevent the awesome fear the sublime induces. It is safe 

to say that none of the photographs in this series evoke the sublime; instead, they utilize 

aspects of the beautiful to create anonymous sacred spaces.  

The work of the New Topographic photographers has influenced me. They 

photographed a shift in society evident during the 1960s and 1970s, coined under the 

term, “man-altered landscape,” at this time city planning was changing due to the 

increase in suburbs and subdivisions. Robert Adams and Lewis Baltz responded to the 

way these structures were placed in the natural landscape and how they were changing 

the way humans navigated their environments. I also began to study the work of 19th 

century photographer, Carleton Watkins, who, through the beauty and power of his 

photographs, changed the American understanding of nature. Watkins began 

photographing Yosemite in the 1860s for commercial purposes to earn a living. But his 

photographs function more than picturesque vistas, they quickly resulted in Americans 

seeing California as idealized land, full of natural recourses, tranquility and distance from 

the brutality of the Civil War. Watkins’ photographs inspired President Lincoln to create 

the first protected land in American History – Yosemite National Park.  

Being raised in a place where the land is so revered has affected the way I view 

my surroundings. While I am not interested in my work participating in any preservation 

or conservation movement, I am interested in the idea of images of landscapes being 

viewed as a sacred space and what that means. Rather than dissecting the landscape and 

its use, I make pictures as a way to behold it. I link the idea of sacredness to serenity and 

I believe this experience occurs on a personal basis. Making this body of work has been 
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extremely difficult because I cannot capture everybody’s individual understanding of 

such a space. I view the natural landscape as mysterious and enchanting and hope my 

photographs match my vision. I hope to draw attention to the way we look at 

photographs, with seemingly anonymous photographs, where both era and location are 

non-descript. My landscape photographs are a continual search that attempt to capture my 

wonder and amazement with the natural environment as my level of intimacy with a 

place changes and evolves. 
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Afterward 

Making photographs with Will allowed me to think about picture making in a new 

way. Whilte he is very exciting to work with, I will eventually move away from Austin 

and Will, however I do not see my distance as an end to our relationship. I hope to 

maintain our friendship and allow our photographic collaborations to continue. In many 

ways, Will introduced me to Austin through showing me his favorite places, landmarks 

and structures. I was able to do the same for Will when we traveled to California 

together, and I am curious to see how a new environment will affect our photographic 

collaborations in the future (Figure 4). Lastly, I am not sure how the lack of a regular 

schedule will affect our future process, relationship, and interactions. 

Presently, I am developing a new landscape project. Last year I learned of Moon 

Trees (Figure 5). These trees were taken to the moon as seeds during our country’s Space 

Race starting in the 1950s. The seeds never went to the lunar surface and when the 

mission returned to earth, they were collected and germinated. At this time it was not 

known if being in space would adversely affect plant growth – excitement was in the air.  

These once top secret specimens were dispersed during the American 

Bicentennial to be planted across the United States. It was soon realized that the trees 

were normal and excitement dissipated. Knowledge and maintenance of the existing 

moon trees quickly began to fade. Currently, the location of many moon trees has been 

lost. Due to the initial secrecy of the moon tree project, NASA and the Institute of Forest 

Genetics have no concrete list of their locations. A rough list was complied primarily by 

word of mouth and has since been posted online by NASA.  
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I am captivated by the story of the moon tress for its absurdity. Our country went 

to great lengths to carry seeds into space for scientific purposes. The few publicized trees 

functioned as a nationalistic symbol, demonstrating American’s space achievements over 

Russia’s, however most of the planted trees were kept secret and have since slipped 

through the cracks of history. Now forty years later, these forgotten trees stand as a 

testament to our bureaucracies and short collective memory. 
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Plate 1 

 

 

Patrick's Point Meadow, archival inkjet print, 21 x 26 in, 2011 
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Plate 2 
 

 

Law Library Arrows, archival inkjet print, 21 x 26 in, 2011 
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Plate 3 
 

 

Capitol Building Door, archival inkjet print, 21 x 26 in, 2011 
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Plate 4 
 

 

Horse Statue, archival inkjet print, 21 x 26 in, 2011 
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Plate 5 
 

 

Trees of Mystery, archival inkjet print, 21 x 26 in, 2011 
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Plate 6 
 

 

Law Library Painting, archival inkjet print, 21 x 26 in, 2011 
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Plate 7 
 

 

Campus Door Sticker, archival inkjet print, 21 x 26 in, 2012 
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Plate 8 
 

 

Patrick's Point Arrow, archival inkjet print, 21 x 26 in, 2011  
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Plate 9 
 

 

Capitol Grounds Fountain, archival inkjet print, 21 x 26 in, 2012 
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Plate 10 
 

 

Sequoia Park Duck Pond, archival inkjet print, 21 x 26 in, 2011 
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Plate 11 
 

 

Spangdahlem, Germany, gelatin silver print, 4.5 x 5.5 in, 2010 
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Plate 12 
 

 

Grüneburger Park, Frankfurt, Germany, gelatin silver print, 4.5 x 5.5 in, 2011 
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Plate 13 
 

 

Arenrath, Germany, gelatin silver print, 4.5 x 5.5 in, 2010 
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Plate 14 
 

 

Woodley Island, Eureka, CA, gelatin silver print, 4.5 x 5.5 in, 2011 
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Plate 15 
 

 

Headwaters Forest, Elk River, CA, gelatin silver print, 4.5 x 5.5, 2011 
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Plate 16 
 

 

Alum Chine, Bournemouth, England, archival inkjet print, 33 x 33 in, 2010 
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Plate 17 
 

 

Nymphenburg Palace, Munich, Germany, archival inkjet print, 33 x 33 in, 2010 
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Plate 18 
 

 

Versailles Palace, France, archival inkjet print, 33 x 33 in, 2011 
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Plate 19 
 

 

Frankfurt Zoo, Frankfurt, Germany, archival inkjet print, 33 x 33 in, 2011 
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Plate 20 
 

 

Natchez Trace State Park, TN, archival inkjet print, 33 x 33 in, 2010 
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Figure 1 
 

 

Will at Café Gilli, Florence, Italy, 2010  
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Figure 2 
 

 

Page from Blurb Book by Erica, 2011 
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Figure 3 
 

 

Page from Blurb Book by Will, 2011 
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Figure 4 
 

 

Photograph from the Graduate Thesis Exhibition Opening with 
Hilary Johns, Ann Johns, Erica Botkin and Will Johns, 2012 
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Figure 5 
 

 

Institute of Forest Genetics, Files in the Vault, 2011 
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